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Image courtesy: Unvaccinated live blood analysis Subject 1 - normal appearing prior to exposure to
low level electrical current. We have seen unprecedented changes in live blood since the roll out of
the C19 injections. I have reported extensively on the findings of abnormal structures found in
vaccinated blood around the world and now in unvaccinated blood due to the effects of
environmental contamination and vaccine shedding. The work of Clifford Carnicom over the past
three decades in quantifying changes in human blood related to the synthetic biology called cross
domain bacteria (CDB) aka Morgellons is available at
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60GigaHertz Mar 25

I found out I was Morgellons positive in 2014. It took a while but I made peace with it. By

going alkaline and taking anti-parasitics - I was able to reduce the level of contamination to

the point where my body still operated well.

But these injected people... and whatever is being sprayed now in the chemtrails - is really

messing me up. IF someone has gotten the whole cocktail or been heavily contaminated - I

cannot be around them without my musculoskelal system degradation. It has happened over

5 times now, so denial is a luxury I can't afford. Watching "Died Suddenly" and Dr. Ana's work

on un-injected contamination sealed the deal.

One of my friends says it is the frequency the injected are radiating that harms me. It's too

late now for me to want to get near anyone who's injected with my EMR meter to find out. I'm

done. When my turn comes to sue and get all litigious, I am going to do so on the basis of

being denied free association with my fellow ciitizens.

This may sound crazy, but I love everyone on some level and I adore chatting with strangers -
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This may sound crazy, but I love everyone on some level and I adore chatting with strangers -

so this is a real hardship for me and I'm really pissed about it.

LIKE (53) REPLY (4)

Writes PatriotinCarolina KEVIN’s Newsletter Mar 25

Thanks much for that info as I avoided this bioweapon but fear the same - how

frequencies are amping up the activity of the poison flowing now in ALL of us. I take

some natural meds too to cope but wonder how much I am radiating myself using 5G

cellular signals, WIFI, etc. We have to shut all of this down soon or we won't be around

for too much longer. Leaving for heaven doesn't sound too shabby when you realize how

many (68+%) of people have taken at least 1 of these clot shots. It's insane, evil and the

Lord will have his way with all of them in the end. Pray for justice!

LIKE (26) REPLY (2)

60GigaHertz Mar 25

The demographic leaving soonest is the older white male. For some crazy reason,

that group really still believed the viciously for-profit and statistically deadly medical

industry was benevolent. Bizarre. The ones that survive have to man up and start

using their experience and communication abilities. My friends are finally starting to

grasp the urgency of educating others.

I've informed my hairdresser for the last two years with packets of info. She's one of

my litmus tests to see if I'm getting through. Last week we were catching up on

what's happening and she said, "They'll have to stop this." So I asked her - who has

to stop it? And she said, 'the people who are doing it." I gently pointed out that they

aren't stopping anything. They are making a LOT of money off of killing us. WE have

to stop them.

I don't think up to that point, she had ever understood that she herself was

responsible for doing anything about what is happening today. So I explained about

Constitutional Republics, and how if you want to live in one, you have to defend

them - and that's why we live here. Or, she could just go back to the Philippines and

enjoy the dictatorship. That sounds harsh but it really wasn't like that - and I think

she finally understood what's going on here in the USA.

I promise you that the faster we all forgive these sub-humans for what they've done

to us - the faster the karmic whip is going to dish up some retribution tailored for

each and every one of them. Keep your positive energy close and listen to this short

podcast:

Plandemic 3 - Mikki Willis Reveals All The Dirty Psyop Tricks of the Globalist Agenda

https://newsvoice.se/2023/03/plandemic-3-mikki-willis/
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LIKE (16) REPLY (2)

Writes PatriotinCarolina KEVIN’s Newsletter Mar 25

Bless you and all of us. Forgiveness is the hardest but what the Lord blesses us

to do (in addition to hating evil which is allowed/warranted/needed). Very hard

knowing and coping with the prospect of many still having a ticking time bomb

in them. I was laid-off Dec 1 last year and based on the fact shedding is a real

phenomenon, I feel lucky in a sense that I'm not in an office environment for

any amt of time - money is important but sub to healing in times like these.

Can you imagine what once regular people are going to do to all these sham

doctors, hospital directors, et al who authorized (and were paid handsomely) to

kill our loved ones with both Covid and Remdemesvir + Ventilator protocols?

Not even close to what Hell probably has waiting for these demons in their

afterlife.

In spite of it all, it is great seeing Twitter tonight blowing up w/over 30k tweets

about Vaccines, so there's hope and look at France! And you're right but it is up

to ALL of us to put the Holy Spirit Armor on, Pray and share as much as we can,

even when it's uncomfortable.

LOVE AND HOPE TO ALL OF YOU - GOD'S CHILDREN WILL ENDURE! --kevin

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

Those Twitter execs Gadde and Roth who hid the danger of the injections

out in San Francisco are getting gang stalked. Katherine Watt on Bailiwick

substack and others are creating lists of those that need to be prosecuted.

We can all be helpers in this process. That's fair.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Heidi Mar 26

I need more internet friends that "get" it.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack 3 hr ago

Good strategy against all the complicit.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Jonathan Murphy Jonathan’s Newsletter Mar 26
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Writes Jonathan Murphy Jonathan’s Newsletter Mar 26

Perfectly stated. Thanks 

!

We all need a reminder of the healing and allowances for karma to occur that

forgiveness brings. Truth can come forth and with forgiveness, all are set free

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Nurse_SCIENCE nurse_SCIENCE's Newsletter Mar 29

You are so right. We need to turn off our WiFi and put down our phones as much as

possible to avoid these risks until the evil ones get the boot! Quantum internet is

being implemented. There will be no more need for 5G, 6G in near future. We are

getting Starlink satellites and new phones are being made just for that. It is my hope

our bodies will be able to detox through methods like Gene Decode's alfalfa hay

bath:

Gene Decode (the cure for Morgellan’s: (soak in tub with how water, alfalfa hay and

organic dish soap. Go under water. In 15 seconds, the tinnitus and headaches

disappear. Clean tub with Bonner’s peppermint soap and gloves, wipe dry and turn

gloves inside out

https://www.bitchute.com/video/0Y0FrJ3vcO8i/

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 30

Excellent information! Thank you!!

LIKE REPLY

Writes Tyrannicides Tyrannicides Mar 26

I think this why they stopped pushing the vaccine so hard now. 1 they knew that they

were pushing a portion of population a bridge too far and it was beginning to look

suspicious and 2 they knew that with vaccine shedding it would make into the water

system and involuntarily vaccinate the unvaccinated. The wife sent me a list of the freest

countries in the world. US ranked 23rd, not even in the top 10.

LIKE (5) REPLY (3)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 26

This entire scamdemic is truly so much more than most realize yet, and so very

horrific.

LIKE (7) REPLY

60GigaHertz Mar 26
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10-4. That is exactly what happened. I'd have left in 2020 but I didn't know where to

go. I understand the fragility of life in a less developed country. So, I'm sticking it out

for the restoration of our Constitutional Republic - which I know we can do in our

lifetime. We have to or the kids will have nothing.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack 3 hr ago

They have NOT stopped pushing the death shots at ALL ,constant advertising even

of the "NEW BOOSTERS" and just wait till phase 2 of the plandemic starts soon.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Marty McFly The Great Deception Mar 27

Have you tried shungite wearables (like a shungite necklace) to protect yourself from

EMF ? I also believe most of the harm comes from the EMF that some of them emit (not

all, i'd say). Also, diatomaceous earth (DE) is great for the musculoskelal system

because of silica's ability to help fixate better the calcium.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

CarolinaMan Mar 27

Thanks much and have been contemplating but skeptical ..maybe I shouldn’t be. lol

LIKE (1) REPLY

coffeelife69@rosenbloompaula 6 hr ago

Do you take DE? I recently bought some food-grade. Was wondering how much,

how often.

LIKE REPLY

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 25

Bloody well said.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Fizzygurl Mar 25

I have been forwarding your articles on shedding to my unvaxxed friends who have expressed

their concern. Thank you for your research.

LIKE (21) REPLY

Thomas Mar 25

Dr. Ana, in a comment attached to the Michael Roth memorial, I mentioned that I had my

blood recently examined under dark field microscopy by a cell biologist PhD. She lives 5 min
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blood recently examined under dark field microscopy by a cell biologist PhD. She lives 5 min

from me (what a gift!). Although I haven't been vaccinated since 1969 and pursued a healthy

dietary journey I was a bit shocked and humbled to find many of the slides resemble exactly

your photos of blood with Rouleaux, clumping and bundles of fibrin. She (the biologist)

follows your work and would like to know the brand of microscope from S. Africa that you

have mentioned.

Also of interest: there are scalar frequency generators that entrain the biofield to mitigate

potential EMF damage. Before and after dark field blood work show a complete de-clumping

of Rouleaux formation most likely by depolarization of the cell wall with the consequence of

freeing up oxygen.

Thank you for your continued vigilance, urgency, and insight.

LIKE (16) REPLY (4)

Jonm Mar 26

Best comment Thomas. Where is this cell biologist you refer to? Can you somehow

forward contact info?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Thomas Mar 26

Hello Jonm. The cell biologist as I mentioned, lives within a 10 min. walk. She was

part of an unvaxxed/prepper group that we had going here in Julian CA. Her first

name is Nila and strangely I don't know her last (yet). Degrees from UCSD. Excellent

dietary and lifestyle advice. She is bit of a recluse with a landline only which she

never answers-have to leave a voicemail. To honor her privacy, I would have to

contact her first before giving out her number. Let me know.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 26

What are those generators you mention , who has or cells them and we have to be

careful about scalar the deadly smart meters are scalar wave weapons. Who has the

evidence of this research?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Thomas Mar 26

Hello Thomas. Yes, scalar can be and has been weaponized (thank you DOD and

DARPA). Even unauthorized knockoffs of Rife machines, which use scalar to target

particular organs, have been found to cause harm. When smart meters were first

rolled out, often without homeowner's consent, early dark field microscopy showed
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similar results of what Dr. Ana has posted, i.e., Rouleaux and clumping. I purchased

my device from Blushield.com. The site has generous info about scalar and effects

on the body. Yes, they are selling a product, but the info is well worth a visit.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 26

I checked their site , expensive stuff , and many other seemingly

knowledgeable people saying , dont use this stuff even Clifford C. studies , we

have so many confusing reports studies and opinions here its crazy

LIKE REPLY (1)

Thomas Mar 26

Thanks for the caution. I will continue my research. The before and after

dark field scans will be telling. Whether the scalar frequencies can trigger

the metals is my concern. I will pose this question to the company. If I

morph into a hydrogel cyborg, you may find the event on alt news sources.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 26

Haaa great to have a sense of humor through all this , if we cant laugh

then the "mofos" win , if you morph and it makes alt news make sure

a photo is included so we know can clearly see the consequences SK

LIKE REPLY

Writes Marty McFly The Great Deception Mar 27

Incredible to read your story and this only confirms Ana and Clifford's findings ... Do you

live in an area that's heavily sprayed (chemtrails) ? Are you regularly in contact with

people you know to be "vaccinated" ? Since i discovered that wifi exposure can create

Rouleaux formation, i also wonder if smart meters and dirty electricity can't do the same

...

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

ALL AREAS are now highly SPRAYED AREAS , and it blows in the wind , comes down

in rain and snow. Yes dirty power and smart meters are BAD NEWS . Its my

understanding that SMART METERS are a scalar wave weapons after talking to

several physicists who evaluated them . CAN ANYONE HERE prove this to be

incorrect?

LIKE REPLY
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LIKE REPLY

Writes Tonya McKinney Tonya’s Newsletter Mar 26

Where can we buy a scaler frequency generator?

LIKE REPLY (1)

Thomas Mar 26

Hello Tonya. Blushield.com. The site information is excellent. I have had the B1

product for just about a week now. In one month I will have my blood dark field

scanned again to compare with the first reading to see if the combo of the Blushield

device plus mega doses of nattokinase serrapeptase, lumbrokinase, zeolite,

chlorella, liposomal C, liposomal EDTA, cilantro extract-in addition to transitioning to

an alkaline diet - if that makes a difference.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

G S Wells Mar 29

You wont know which one made the difference.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Thomas Mar 30

True. Same problem with taking multiple supplements.

LIKE REPLY

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 25

60GigaHertz has said almost everything I was about to say, exactly. I love you, man—

intellectually, of course. I’ve always loved people—the intelligent individual, diversity and

culture…so being forced to stay isolated from the majority-vaccinated makes it impossible to

live a normal life—whatever the hell that means, anymore. Everything is so bloody backwards.

I’m sorry to say this, but the vaccinated should be the ones to be forced into isolation or

mandatorily-forced to wear laboratory-grade space suits in public, paid for by the lawyers

who trapped us all. How the bloody hell does it make any sense that those of us who

protested and resisted following the blinded sheep must be forced to suffer the costs of the

brainwashed and stubborn-stupid still insisting, lining up for their third, fourth, fifth…vaxx still

wearing those ridiculous face diapers? I just had an exchange with Michael Moore’s chat, and

it was so painful to still have random, intelligent, beautiful people treat me like shit for

insisting they have it all wrong. I‘ve never been a conspiracy theorist. I’ve always been a

“Things Just Don’t Make Any Goddamn Sense, researcher. I had to, because American

education, both private and public, had failed me so terribly, and the same goes with the

“intelligently-corrupt and criminal” Government and Media. I want compensation!
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“intelligently-corrupt and criminal” Government and Media. I want compensation!

LIKE (9) REPLY (2)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

We are living the same life!:)) My Baltimore public school brainwashing was so complete.

I managed to graduate from high school in a nearly robotic state. Thank God for

marijuana and science/speculative fiction.

I've been thinking about what it would really take to eradicate yet another thing we can't

see - self-reproducing bio-synthetic organisms with no kill switch.

All the chemtrailing would have to stop. All the pharma food and nano-additives would

have to stop. All uses of nano-tech would have to be screened and those with self-

replicating capacity banned and eliminated with massive penalties for creating them.

And then everyone on Earth would have to be detoxed simultaneously for an extended

time period - what six months? a year? - with EDTA or some other way. Insane.

But I bet the Rothschilds could afford to make it happen.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 26

Yes. You’re so correct. And I also believe mentally institutionalizing and liquidating

all the assets of Rockefeller, Schwab, Bill Gates and at least 200 other rich

subordinates would almost be a good start.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

Very good start and really a MUST or they will kill us all , so lets talk about

solutions to accomplish these things.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 29 · edited Mar 29

Thank you Thomas. Rather than repeat everything I keep saying within my

Substack publications, let me just say in short, “Run for an executive

position in your state.” If you live in Missouri, run or support me or

someone else who’s a centered moderate Independent (I) with our realistic

ideas for evolving true democracies and freedom, not Left vs. Right

paradigms destroying honest democratic principles and election

processes. If you haven’t already, please subscribe for free to

jeffreyplubina.substack.com —after reading the following the link to one of

my latest publications. Our citizens do NOT understand their rights and

powers, yet. I’m changing this one reader at at time. I’m gong to run for
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powers, yet. I’m changing this one reader at at time. I’m gong to run for

either Governor or Senate, as well as support like-minded challengers who

take my professional advice, to prosecute whoever replaced, lawyers,

security advisers and their lawyers and other executive officers of state for

treason and compensate all of us. This is the only way, Thomas, not wars

or worthless demonstrations destroying our own country—just to be

beaten down or murdered in the process by our own brainwashed cops

and soldiers, who also need help to escape the fraud of fascist controls via

corrupt and unconstitutional laws.

https://open.substack.com/pub/jeffreyplubina/p/is-the-candidate-you-

support-competent?r=1qpmjb&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

…oh, and please share with everyone, especially the brainwashed who

keep saying, “there’s nothing we can do but accept the tyranny.” I despise

the simpletons who are always “improving” upon evil prisons and wars—

but health, education, real self-determination, democracy & freedom is

impossible. I just hate ‘em.
LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 31

I understand your sentiments , but I cannot run for anything in my

state that is not a state , but merely a corrupt corporation criminal

cartel. Im not part of this defacto system. Personally I think its gone

way too far to be saved , revived or recreated by electoral process , or

anything like that . It would be like treating cancer that is all the way to

the bone and in all major organs with aspirin. I have screamed about

all this for more than 4 decades, maybe 2 decades ago there was a

chanced for what your talking about to make a difference, not now.

We have not even begun to fully experience the collapse of the human

infrastructure form the death shots, and a destroyed military, and

completely corrupted judicial system. ALL THOSE behind or complicit

in all these evil agendas have no intention of backing down or

changing.. They also have not thrown their big guns [like phase 2 of

plandemics ] into FULL action yet . I try to support everyone doing

what they can and what they believe in, but there really is no time to

waste . We dont want war and violence , but when someone is

determined to kill you and your family , and is in the process of it, your

choices are limited to, stop them , or be victimized and a statistic. We

are there now .

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)
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LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 31

But Thomas, you did say, “Let’s talk about the solutions.” I totally

understand, though. And I agree with most of your sentiments.

I’ve never cared for false hope or blind faith, as some often say,

“It’s in God’s hands.” Nonsense. It’s up to us, humanity, not the

lawyers trapping everyone to disparity. But I do believe in

humanity. I’m going to show you, being from Missouri, if I live

long enough, that we can punish enough lawyers to make a

difference. They are at the center of all the problems, and I

intend to “correct” all of them. Please do me a favor and read my

last two substack publications, but start with this “whistle

blower” video who’s exposing the vaxx bioweapons and DARPA’s

complicity. She is why I still have hope, Thomas.

Pfizer Covid Vaccine Vial Contents Exposed By WHO

Whistleblower Dr. Astride Stuckelberger (video link below with

cross-post link at bottom)

https://rumble.com/v2d150e--pfizer-covid-vaccine-vial-

contents-exposed-by-who-whistleblower-.html

Remember the world renown scientist Astrid Stuckelberger, PhD

who was silenced by Dr. Ryan Cole at the Stockholm Health

Freedom conference - when she endeavored to speak about

Graphene and Nano technology to an audience of doctors. Dr.

Ryan Cole has been denying Graphene and Nano technology in

the shots and hence unfortunately denying humanity the

appropriate collective research into treatment approaches by

covering up this crime against humanity - calling it harmless

cholesterol.

https://open.substack.com/pub/anamihalceamdphd/p/who-

whistleblower-astrid-stuckelberger?

r=1qpmjb&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 31

Ryan Cole is obviously controlled opposition as are the vast

majority of people in positions of power, ALL THE WAY TO

THE TOP. They will stall and cover up and attack ALL those
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THE TOP. They will stall and cover up and attack ALL those

doing the good work . The info is there already for all the

knowledgeable , some of us predicted it long ago. So great,

do what you feel you must , keep me posted , and prove me

wrong , Id love that . I dont feel there is time for that avenue

of action. In what system do you plan to PUNISH THE

LAWYERS WHO CONTROL THE ONLY SYSTEM YOU HAVE

TO PUNISH THEM? Freemasons and Brit. Crown completely

control the JUSTUS SYSTEM.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 31

I don’t give a damn about controlled opposition, those

insignificant monsters. You are NOT READING MY

SUBSTACK. I’m a group of 1.3 Billion well organized

military veterans and an additional 200 million Active

duty lawyers and grunts (worldwide) who’ve already

vowed to conscientiously objected to following orders

to kill our own; humanity. Think Nuremberg. On 4/20 I’ll

be opening chat. I’d love to got whatever positive

support or advice you can. Subscribe, and then do your

best to get ten thousand of your state to do the same.

This is how we win…or die as stupid sheep.

LIKE REPLY (2)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack

Mar 31

Actually I may already be in your group just noticed

LIKE REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack

Mar 31

Ok now your talking turkey and you have my

attention and support your what Ive been calling

for to act for a long time OK GAME ON Keep me

posted .

LIKE REPLY

Writes Marty McFly The Great Deception Mar 27
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The chemtrailing is slowing a bit because, the criminals who obey to the cabal to

spray this poison on us are dying as well ...

LIKE (1) REPLY (2)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

Unfortunately, not here... we average 3-7 planes up there every single day, rain

or shine.

I just discovered that a Rockefeller creation in NY called RPA.org (Regional

Planning Association) has marked out where i live as a Mega Region. Go

download their free reports on how the globalists are planning where massive

development is going to be allowed.

And don't be fooled - the reports are there on their website. They are NOT just

a NY-NJ-CT region organization. They have mapped out the entire country into

10 mega regions and everyone in between is to be removed or left to rot.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

Yes and the smart city designated cities were chosen long ago , because

all current gov are WEF controlled or graduates. NOW DJT is pushing and

promoting the same smart city program in disguise just calling it "new

cities" Wake up people ALL major players are controlled opposition.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 29

It took me a minute to figure out what DJT was:)))))))))) We haven't

had a real president since JFK and he was supposed to have

manipulated the vote in Illinois (?)... But for sure since him, it's all

been down hill.

Once people realize what 5G and the other frequencies actually do...

they will run to get out of the 5G cities. Check out the "Mega

Regions" planned by Rockefeller's organization RPA.org. If you can't

find the 5 documents about the mega regions, e-mail me and I'll send

them to you: allcomm1@protonmail.com. I found them, downloaded

them, and then couldn't find them again. That organization DOES plan

for the whole USA. Do not be fooled.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29
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Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

Yes and JFK s election was also rigged , his old man was buddies

with all those European banking monsters who have given us

these agendas. In truth I THINK Thomas Jefferson was the last

real president without a rigged election.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 29

10-4! Have you heard about Cloudflare? It's the self-

appointed internet police and DOD IT darling. Cloudflare's

CEO was Chief Info Officer for 3-4 Fortune 10 corporations

and possibly left under a cloud from all of them - taking the

customer databases with him.

I found out that all of the NC agencies use Cloudflare to

manage the firewalls for ALL of their website and e-mail

traffic. So basically, there's a built in spyshop looking at

everything that goes on in NC government. How many other

state's are under Cloudflare's watchful eyes? Get them

banned from your state government wherever you find them.

It's just like Booze Allen Hamilton running the PRISM system

out there at the 2 mile long Mission Data Repository in

Bluffdale, UT... while also managing the public interface at

the EPA. I specialize in regulatory failure so I can go on like

this for quite some time....

I'm not asking for anything anymore. I demand now. I do it

quietly and I tell them, you will answer the questions. You will

solve the problems. You will take ownership or I will start an

ethics complaint against you and your department /

agency... and that will just be the beginning.

It isn't our problem that there aren't enough people to do the

work, or it has been outsourced to deliberately inept

companies, or the statute doesn't allow them to doExpand full comment

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

You talk like me and suggest the same things to mostly

unresponsive zombies , unfortunately this is going to go

elsewhere .
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LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 29

Hope springs eternal. If we don't win we die a

different kind of death... this year the national

guard and law enforcement folks are really perked

up. I can't make enough hand out packets. The

local media people still think a paper that doesn't

have news qualifies as news....:))))))))) Some of the

locals have even started vandalizing the street

furniture (wi-fi smart grid shit on the poles).

I told the principal of the school where they are

going to put the 5G tower up that I would help her

customers sue when their kids got cancer and

leukemia. I did that in writing and I will make myself

known to that group of people - all because she

refused to return my calls - which is disrespectful.

It is hysterical watching them wrap their brains into

mental pretzels to try to make sense of the insane

world without taking any ownership whatsoever for

changing it. Lately I've been pointing out that if

they think their lives are hard now - just wait until

everything is under Central Bank control. There

won't be any US Minimum Wage to degrade....

They'll get just enough to barely survive and no

other support unless they are injected.

So we have to win or we're gonna be Clive Owens

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack

Mar 29

Sounds like your on it keep working the ex

military , sheriffs nat. guard and ex law

enforcement , help them see not only did they

take oaths but their necks and families necks

are on the chopping block as well demand

they act. stay safe my friend .
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LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

Dont see any proof or evidence of this yet, can you show us some .

LIKE REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

Since we are ALL being sprayed with the bio /nano weapons , separating from those who

chose to be jabbed , makes some sense but is not complete, because this whole site is

filled with evidence that the same stuff is showing up in the blood of the non jabbed ,

though less , and less deaths and injuries AT THIS POINT , with more 5g or higher

gigahertz that could change quickly.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Mar 25

I remember reading stories a few years ago about people who were suffering from

Morgellons.

Doctors didn't believe them and often said it was "all in their head" or caused by stress,

anxiety, etc.

So how did those fibers end up coming out of people's skin?

Were they vaccinated recently? Or is there a connection to Lyme disease? The weaponized

ticks created at Plum Island, Long Island...another US government disaster.

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2011/may/07/morgellons-mysterious-illness

LIKE (9) REPLY (3)

Rosalind McGill Mar 25

Morgellons is painful and scary. Doctors called it delusional parasitosis. Clifford

Carnicom helped me understand it. Heavy metal detox helped my symptoms greatly.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2)

Writes Cynthia Jeanne Lee MD Cynthia’s Substack Mar 29

look up demodex skin mite. This information was left out of physician education.

This mite causes acne, rosacea and skin ageing. Sometimes, with 15 X

magnification, one can see a black demodex brevis project straight out of the skin

after applying a substance toxic to them, like green tea! I highly doubt it was

confused with Morgellons and am not suggesting it was or is, just that physicians

are kept ignorant. Someone needs to tell Brian Ardis about it. He said he was sure
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rosacea was parasites and I believe he was correct although he probably thought

intestinal parasites!

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 29 · edited Mar 29 Author

Unfortunately some people out there never see patients, never verify their

theories in clinical practice. "Everything" about Covid is snake venom was a

bunch of nonsense that has mislead so many. This is not just one weapon

system. These are not parasites. They are artificial intelligence Hydrogel

polymer synthetic biology.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Rosalind McGill Mar 29

Makes sense, thanks.

LIKE REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Mar 26

Had you received a regular vaccine right before it developed?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Rosalind McGill Mar 26

No , not recently.

LIKE (1) REPLY

kaal Mar 26

Is it that their bodies reject it and wont synthesize it-? A relative had M and started

putting small amt of oil of oregano on skin straight {supposed 2 mix w carrier oil and it

burns w/ out} - w regular use M stopped. For over 1 yr now. This person elderly female

also had recurring antibiotic resistent UTI's- they also stopped. not sure where she

applied i- think round nose possibly ears.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

kaal Mar 26

i suggested this her over 1 yr ago in response to her despair.

LIKE (2) REPLY

60GigaHertz Mar 26

That's a great tip! I have met people who do gum pulling with Sesame Oil and a

couple drops of Oregano Oil. I use Oregano Oil tincture in water if I feel a cold
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couple drops of Oregano Oil. I use Oregano Oil tincture in water if I feel a cold

coming on.

I have non-lesion Morgellons. I only know because of the Carnicom Institute's Gum

Pulling (Red Wine or Grape Juice) Test/Sample method (carnicominstitute.org) The

biggest symptoms I had (before the C19 bioweapon started) were exhaustion, brain

fog, and slow recovery from exercise. Once I got the contamination level down, (and

worked on getting rid of the EMR exposure too) I was almost back to normal... until

5G was installed....

Spitballing here... I think the dear souls who got Morgellons early on, back in the late

1990's to 2008ish - often got earlier versions of micro-electrical mechanical

sensors (MEMS). I think the technology had to evolve because the military couldn't

have people running around with wires and filaments coming out of their skin with

numbers on them.

I went looking for a Carnicom Institute symposium with Elana Freeland where she

has .mov files of bio-synthetic organisms with arms and wings pushing things

around... but I couldn't find it.

But I did find the ABC clip that outs the biologist who came up with the name

Morgellons. She's supposed to be in hiding now:

HOW MORGELLONS GOT NAMED

Alien Fibers: Morgellons Disease - ABC's Nightline (2008)

CDC decides to do something; NY doctor bull shits & Biologist Mary Laytower (sp?)

who named it Morgellons because she found a 17th century reference to a French
LIKE REPLY (2)

kaal Mar 26

Does this have something to do w aliens? Certainly demonic. Where does it

come from? WHO INVENTED THIS CRAP ????? And there is venom and

creature/ retile dna in the vax- says karen kingston i think. I think she said mrna

is AI tech imported from chyna that was infected into [living aborted baby}

kidney cells to create bio synthetic "life" Much science done by MALONE.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

There are whistleblowers and military info sources that say this tech came

from aliens - which is hard for people who don't know about Area 51 and

the APIS progrrams around the world to hear... I do believe that DARPA &

Co. had to fix their microelectrical mechanical sensors (MEMS) quick when
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Co. had to fix their microelectrical mechanical sensors (MEMS) quick when

the Morgellons patients first started to surface.

IF you can find it, this 45 minute episode will give you a run down on the

original deployment of MEMS in our atmosphere:

"Owning The Weather" by Discovery Science (UK; 1990's) - A weekly

corporate propaganda piece to introduce (and normalize) the use of

MicroElectrical Mechanical Sensors (MEMS) by atmospheric scientists.

Mfg of nanoparticulate MEMS = Ensco, Inc. of Falls Church, VA

represented by John Manobianco. Almost completely scrubbed from first

level internet. Look for the old, muddy documentary. Not the new one.

Watch this for the skinny on the Snake Venom. I realized I forgot to add the

snail toxins to my list of the 21 ingredients found in the injection:

Stew Peters Presents: COVENOM-19 Series Vol. 1

https://rumble.com/v26g9jm-stew-peters-presents-covenom-series-

vol.-1.html

The mRNA and other genetic material cocktail is a little pile of specific

ingredients all by itself. KK and Sasha Latypova say the formulation was

done by DARPA, and then provided to the Big Pharma companies to

manufacture. The distribution was also managed by both Big Pharma and

the DOD.Expand full comment

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

kaal Mar 26

Ive listened a bit to Harold Kautz Villa {sorry if spelling is wrong} he

said he gave something away w profound loss a risk to himself yet the

universe gave it back to him. next he did it again but the universe did

not cooperate te ppl were greedy. felt he had very shallow

understanding of christianity snowflake like w abraham and issac.

orthodox christianity eastern ortho monks ascetism is constant

sacrifice. we r sold watered down corrupted sugar christianity.

LIKE REPLY

kaal Mar 26

Yes. She is 95 yrs old and suffered for years. When hospitalized for something

unrelated and complained of symptoms she was called crazy. It musy have

been more than 1 yr ago. I just suggested she put it on her skin. UTI's and M

stopped. But she applies a little regularly. I dont really care to try to beat this.
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We are heading 4 great trib. But if i get such disgusting symptoms..

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

My guess is if you haven't already, you aren't going to. :)) And now, we

have something none of the Morgellons' fight back has ever known about:

EDTA Chelation. I can't tell you how great that is...:))))))

LIKE REPLY

60GigaHertz Mar 26

I haven't been vaccinated since Peace Corp in 1985. This is from one of my flyers. If you

want the flyer, I'll send it to you. E-mail me at: allcomm1@protonmail.com :))

Documentaries:

• "Owning The Weather" by Discovery Science (UK; 1990's) - A weekly corporate

propaganda piece to introduce (and normalize) the use of MicroElectrical Mechanical

Sensors (MEMS) by atmospheric scientists. Mfg of nanoparticulate MEMS = Ensco, Inc.

of Falls Church, VA represented by John Manobianco. Almost completely scrubbed from

first level internet. Another documentary was created with the same name so don't be

fooled. When you find the one that is lower quality and older - that's the real one.

• What on Earth is it Going To Take? by The Gambles at www.Thrivemovement.com

More by Clifford Carnicom & Michael Murphy (T.I., homeless, now deceased). There are

many more by others:

• What On Earth Are They Spraying? (For new foks – Michael Murphy’s former partner,

Dane Wigington is considered by many in the fight back to be a well-funded psyop. He

bleeds off attention and resources and pretends to be fighting a legal fight against the

government when he is not).

• Why On Earth Are They Spraying?

• Bye Bye Blue Sky -- This one has a moronic Fort Myers meteorologist man trying to

explain aerosol spraying as 'military chaff' & Aerosol Crimes by Clifford Carnicom (a very

old one)

Youtube Search Terms/Video Titles:

• SkyScratch (2014) - A short documentary about how the media has portrayed climateExpand full comment

LIKE (3) REPLY (4)

Kathleen Janoski Mar 26

Thank you for the info and links.
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Thank you for the info and links.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Light4Ima Mar 27

Thank you for sharing all this info and your experience. I knew a lady who claimed

she had Morgellons decease and I swear everyone around thought she was mental

and her own husband divorced her and tried to lock her up in a psych ward. She was

pulling blue threads out of her hands and head over 10 years ago and even saving

them in a little jewelry box so she could show people it’s true and she is not crazy.

Some of my friends saw the tiny blue threads but still thought she was insane. I lost

touch with her years ago. I have a lot of compassion and empathy for her now. She

was telling the truth all this time and everyone turned their backs. Such a tragedy.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

It always sucks to be the first at the accident scene so to speak. When the

population in general realizes that if they work in the general public they will be

contaminated and could develop the hydrogel bio-syn organisms in their veins

and arteries (rumble.com documentary "Died Suddenly")... that's when all hell

is going to break loose.

I already put this out somewhere but just in case, check this link out. It's from a

long time ago:

BLUE FILAMENTS IN THE FOOD SUPPLY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eGJPGL9PeM

LIKE (2) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Mar 27

Some research suspect Morgellons may be attributed to GMO foods.

https://naturalnews.com/037867_GMO_Morgellons_disease_mysterious_fibers.

html

LIKE (2) REPLY

Unagnu Mar 26

I just ordered the oral ETDA. Can't hurt. I use the Clinoptil and looking for Zeolite for

more detoxing. Already take a good heart lineup Ivermectin, Black Seed Oil, CoQ10,

D3 and K1/2, going to add the EDTA 2x daily. And I take some Magnesium plus a

digestive pill Wobenzyme (papin, and other digestive enzymes). And I've been

spurred on to get my heart looked at via a Telemed Dr. who works on helping
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spurred on to get my heart looked at via a Telemed Dr. who works on helping

prevent chronic disease with focus on the diabetic/heart connection. Given my

blood is pure (eg not vaxxed) and I don't spend or haven't in the last year a lot of

time around the vaxxed (work bars, gyms, shops nor do I live with one etc) I'm

thinking low exposure. I added an Alexapure filter recently and put some shugalite

in. Got some orgonite (I don't know if it helps with EMF but..).. Thinking of some

paint for the wall where the smart meter for electricity is. And I now unplug the WiFi

router and all electrical things minus the fridge at night (shocking how much I saved

on the electric bill too. All ways on standby appliances are vampires for electricity).

And no, none of my appliances are smart! Except the SmartTV which is permanently

unplugged unless I want to watch the Roku. Which I never do, as I'm on the

computer more than that... Small things. Now, a Rife machine may also be helpful. I

don't want to spend all my time worrying, and I don't think we will ever be

completely CLEAN of these effects. BUT we can minimize things, work to protect as

much as we can. Do frequent courses of detoxing. And mix it up. Sadly, these things

have poisoned our world. And there's no coming back from that. I console myself

that my genetic code hasn't been tampered with WILLINGLY at any rate since I

didn't take the miRNA and all the other poison straight into my veins...

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

You are on the right track!! I have done many of the same things. I like the

Alexapure because it removes fluoride and for a sole user the 5,000 gallon

filters go forever and it was cheaper at $269. If you store your water in glass

jugs (Uline.com is cheapest) that are labeled (facing inwards) with the words

"LOVE HAPPINESS AND GRATITUDE" the water will be even more energized

(The True Power of Water by Masuru Emoto).

Keep the faith. The stronger we are physically, the stronger we will be mentally.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Fizzygurl Mar 26

Wow on Dane Wigington! Good info...thanks.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

It's weird with him. I like his content. I learn something new every time I listen to

one of his speeches... and those of us who have been in this for a few years flip

his stuff back and forth. We just don't distribute it because we're not sure.
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Back in 2014, the documentary producer Michael Murphy received a $75,000

donation after What On Earth Are They Spraying? and Why On Earth Are They

Spraying? were released. The story is that Mr. Wigington, who had worked with

him on both of them, took the money and wouldn't give it back.

Mr. Murphy's next film was going to focus on a chemical analysis of jet fuel

samples he had obtained - but without the money he got stalled... and then he

was targeted with directed energy no-touch torture and voice to skull (V2K).

Mr. Wigington never gave the money back and did not help him. At one point I

heard he was living under a bridge in LA (?) and then I heard he had passed.

So that's where that comes from. The original, surviving members of the

geoengineering fight back believe Dane Wigington is subsidized by the intel

community and basically controlled oppo.

LIKE (2) REPLY (3)

Writes Marty McFly The Great Deception Mar 27

Just learned that Michael Murphy passed away, that's so sad

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=22382

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

Don't forget, he's still with us and much more powerful in that

dimension now. He will be helping us fight this mess until we win:)))

LIKE REPLY

Fizzygurl Mar 26

Damn, what a story! DEW no touch torture and voice to skull? Not sure I

want to know what those are. Holy heck the guy went homeless. Very sad

story...and someone who could have made a difference.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

Agreed. When I first learned about Targeted Individualism in 2014 I

got drunk. It's the worst violation (next to physical torture and

annihilation) possible to do to someone.

The Law of Attraction: Stay positive and happy No Matter What to

continue to attract what you put out is key on this topic. Angelic

protection and spirit guides were/are critical for me. Know of it. Be
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wise and aware - but do not dwell too much.

If you want to learn about it there are a LOT of decent books out there

now. As with almost everything we need to get stopped, it is multi-

faceted and hidden from the view of most people.

The first book I picked up, The President's Mob Bankers by John

Nagel, taught me about the patents and how global organized crime

now has control of the software to used direct the satellite technology

that perform the no touch torture/V2K. Plus the ancillary violence they

use to intimidate, eliminate and control people. I think this happened

to President Obama.

The next book covered the use of loosely controlled (or un-regulated)

Private Investigators. I used to work for one so it really hit home.

Guinea Pigs by Dr. John Hall (an anesthesiologist in San Antonio;

2014). A doctor he networked with caused the nightmare. His follow-

on book is A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism in America.

Then I read Project Soul Catcher Vol. 2 by Dr. Robert Duncan,

physicist and former DOD/Intel contractor who built the systems and

decided to expose them. Much more technical. Volume 1 is no where

to be found, so it probably had information on how to really fight back,

or who's responsible for developing these programs. He is a speaker

at The Bases Project conferences in the UK that focus on this

nightmare.

Michael Bell's book came next - The Invisible Crime. This one covered

actual abduction and implantation by Asian gangs operating on the

West Coast of America. A lot of money changed hands to reduce him

to a drugged and implanted pet sitting on the floor at parties. There

are actual gangs of people who target a person for whatever reason

and then bet on how long it will take to gaslight and mentally torture

them into suicide and various other states of being.

And then I found Our Life Beyond MK Ultra, Books 1 & 2 by Elisa E.

Talk about a descent into madness. To have military parents actually

give you up as an infant to have your mind shattered by torture and

rape - we're talking as an infant. Then to be raised to be a sex slave

and assassin - and then dumped out as a "rotter" with no economic

support whatsoever because it would be just as easy to kill you...

might as well let our grinding labor market do that instead. These

books introduced demonism and inter-dimensionality. Her follow-on



books introduced demonism and inter-dimensionality. Her follow-on

just came out: Our Life Beyond MK Ultra: Then and Now. What an

incredible person and beacon to those who suffer.

Many of the authors and participants in the efforts to help T.I.'s

believe that this program was expanded many years ago to include

politicians at all levels and bureaucrats in key positions - like Health

Policy, Law Enforcement, National Guard, Military, etc. Private

businesses are not excluded. Non-Profits like St. Jude's Hospital for

children, Shriners, Knights of Columbus, etc., are in it up to their

necks.

I've personally met two T.I.s. One was being gang stalked because of

marriage to a deceased country music star. It was shocking to hear

how much residual income is at stake when a music performer dies.

I'd never even heard of the guy. So, his ex went after her. The story

has a happy ending but I watched her endure some of the craziest

shit for about two years.

The other person I did not know. We were total strangers who met in

an airport. I was there to help her understand what was happening,

and she was there to help me know for sure that this shit is way too

real. I warned her about moving to get away from it - because every

move impoverishes you and that is what they want. We are in a money

system, so if you are impoverished you are powerless. The attacks

can be performed anywhere on Earth because the satellites are

everywhere. So it's better to ask for angelic protection and physically

protect yourself as much as you can - and then start fighting back.

There are many more books out now that show how to do this.

The energetic veil between dimensions is very thin now. This means

that energetically negative influences can get to us more easily - but

it cuts both ways. The forces of benevolence are able to protect us in

ways that are really incredible. Just always remember to ask. You have

to ask for protection and assistance in terrifying situations. So ask

ahead of time and maybe those situations won't be able to arrive.:))

Ferocity is a good thing. The Law of Attraction says that what you

think about you bring about. So, if you EVER experience even the

tiniest little bit of something you think comes from this phenomena -

you stop right there and you ask your spirit guides and your angels for

protection.



protection.

Then you say to the owners of whatever has just been done: "You are

going to leave me alone. If you do not, I WILL FIND YOU and I WILL

TAKE. YOU. DOWN." Under the Law of Attraction, you will be able to

do this - and they know it. But they must hear your determination to

go on the offensive and make it your sole focus until they are stopped.

Then they will back off and go find someone easier to mess with.

We are in a war of the unseen foe. Our faith in the forces of good and

wonderful throughout the Universe(s) is the key to our ability to finally

prevail this time around. I don't know about you, but I am sick of

endless evil, drudgery, war... I will see them gone, and those that

come after me will live happy high frequency lives.

LIKE (1) REPLY

kaal Mar 26

oh my. he is stopping short of the nano topic?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

Good question. I don't think so but I honestly can't remember if he

mentions nano in his last big documentary "The Dimming." Here's the

link:

The Dimming, Full Length Climate Engineering Documentary -

Geoengineering Watch.org

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf78rEAJvhY

LIKE REPLY

KT-SunWillShineAgain Mar 25

Where are these filaments coming from, how is the c19 nanotechnology getting into the

unvaxxed? I can't believe we're all being poisoned from chemtrails, food and from vaxxed. Am

guessing the water supply is also being targeted.

LIKE (8) REPLY (3)

Writes Tyrannicides Tyrannicides Mar 26

They already said they wanted to put it in the water a year ago. They (the powers that

be) do not ask permission, they just do it because all is permissible.

“Do what thou wilt.” - Anton Levy (The Satanic Bible)
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LIKE (4) REPLY

Kathleen Janoski Mar 25

I recently read that some feel there is a connection between Morgellons and Lyme

Disease.

Here's a story from The Guardian a few years back.

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2011/may/07/morgellons-mysterious-illness

LIKE (3) REPLY

60GigaHertz Mar 26

Correct. Fluoridation and chlorine and the stuff they use to 'buffer' the chlorine to

prevent pipe scaling. Here's a funny thing I noticed looking at water operations in FL, KY,

NC and Balto... NONE of their annual, or bi-annual, reports EVER say that the levels of

the various contaminants are out of bounds or greater than the tolerances required by

law for those chemicals or elements.

These are human managed systems and nobody's perfect. So 100% compliance isn't

statistically possible. When I dug into the reporting in KY, I found out that they entire

state's water delivery district reporting (sometimes extremely small areas) is outsourced

to a private contractor. I know the rule on data reporting is GIGO (Garbage In Garbage

Out). So, if the water district provides inaccurate data then the resulting report would be

based on that... but nobody was auditing the data submission integrity, and the water

district just said they turn the data over to the private contractor. I couldn't get any real

clarification from the staff at the KY DEP. They responded, but lacked any details on the

process.

No way all those locations/water districts were perfect all the time. If you are going to

start testing water - use plastic container and send it off pronto. Using glass will erase

your toxic heavy metal determination because silica binds to metals. (think food grade

diatomaceous earth :)) I did this in Ft. Myers and got 1600 ppm sulphur and no heavy

metals.

If you want to see lab test results for rainwater around the country and some

internationally go to: zerogeoengineering.com. Ask them what lab they are using and use

that lab. These labs get bought out once they start responding to requests from the fight

back community. After that you can't trust the results.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Unagnu Mar 26

Alexapure lists this: https://www.ewg.org/tapwater/ And when I looked for my zip
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area in FL there are 18 non listed and 6 are over the guid lines limits for the

contaminants. I read they were switch the water cleaning to chlorine from

chloroamine (taste is impacted) so I went to get that filter after reading that. Like

falling down a rabbit hole ...I feel better I have it, and my cats and I are now only

drinking the filter stuff. Tastes wonderful.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

I did the EWG look up too. It would be interesting to find out about the missing

zip codes from EWG. They might not have been able to get the data.

Fort Myers was WAY over EWG's limits for 70+ chemicals when I checked.

Where I am now has fewer 'over the limit' chemicals.... but if I remember right

on a positive note, the EWG limits are stricter and NOT the government's limits.

Coconut Oil Pulls will help pull chemicals out of your body and your head

especially. I think much better when I am doing coconut oil pulls and my teeth

are whiter - and it does help to smile:)))

LIKE REPLY

Doug Cragoe Mar 25

How are you going to be able to prove that live blood has changed since COVID shots?

Without some kind of proof, the work of you and your colleagues is going to continue to be

ignored.

Here's an idea. Take a look at animal blood. But were you ever looking at animal blood before

COIVD? Has any animal blood changed? Sure, some animals can get COVID. But pick an

animal that does not get COVID and see if that blood has changed. Or take a look at animal

blood of animals that got COVID and compare it to blood from animals that did not get

COVID.

If it's something that's raining down on us from airplanes spraying it out, then it should be

seen in animal as well as human blood.

LIKE (6) REPLY (3)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 25

Yes, but you test the military grade bogus vaxx and intentionally spread mutated viruses

first, then do your comparatives and studies. These nano-particulates are being sprayed

into the air by the military starting long before the coronavirus reports three years ago.

And Gates & friends are also giving these toxins to farm animals, not just people and

plants. This is so much worse than anyone wants to admit, and our treasonous
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government and intelligently-misleading press must be prosecuted for it.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

A heat resistant GMO Angus has been approved by the USDA... I think they picked

the Angus because restaurants serve burger upgrades as "Angus Burgers."

In 2021, the National Science Foundation gave University of CA Riverside (I think) a

$500K grant to figure out how to put the C19 injection into plants. When I contacted

them and demanded that the grant be pulled for ethical reasons... crickets.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Unagnu Mar 26

Heirloom seeds. Grow your own. Use filtered water, hydroponics indoors. Meat,

only the animals you raise and know are not jabbed up with vaccines. Sadly,

you can fight back and it is super expensive. Which I suppose is the point,

peons die out faster than the ultra rich who can 'afford' the boutique

foods...the non altered stuff. But at some point, it escapes all bounds and

poisons the world. Hence I suppose why the big God has to wipe the earth

clean of humans. To purify it.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

Awesome list!! And I think all bounds have been escaped. I run a

greenhouse but it has open windows. SO, I put the clean seeds in my

mouth for 9 minutes before I plant germinate them. That puts my DNA into

the seed and it grows to heal and restore me.

(RingingCedarsofRussia.org).

I take or do:

EDTA Chelation Suppositories after exposure only - never more than once

a week

Siberian Pine Nut Oil & Flakes

Immunocal by Immunotec

Diatomaceous Earth - Food Grade

Ormus Minerals

Coconut Oil Pulls

I only eat local meat once every two weeks at the one restaurant I have
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I only eat local meat once every two weeks at the one restaurant I have

found that serves it, and only when the place is mostly empty. My main

vice is rice crackers. If the rice they use is from the USA it is full of arsenic.

That's the best I can do. Eggs don't agree with me and I have to get going

on the 3 months it takes to adjust the body to beans. There are organic

bean sellers on-line. I have their beans and I am going to plant them this

summer.

We are NOT going to die:)))))))). But we are going to have to detox like

crazy or learn to live sick all the time. The more we detox, the better we
LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Ernest D. Lieberman The Menelaus Gambit Mar 27 ·

edited Mar 27

60GigaHertz: I am impressed by your experience. If it is of interest, I

have been looking at several ways to detox. Here is my post on

glutathione, NADH, and probiotics. (Glutathione and PBs are well

known, as is NAD, aka NAD+, but I find little reference to NADH in the

literature as a supplement, yet it is the anti-oxidant form, and getting

that up front appeals to me--I know, NAD+ and NADH cycle many

times in the body.)

https://ernestdlieberman.substack.com/p/recovering-from-covid-

long-covid

I'm building a much more extensive version that goes beyond the

above methods of detoxing. Have you found ways to shield your body

from EMFs? I know of various "earthing" products to ground your

body, and the vendor EMFRocks sells "grounding bags. I don't know

how effective they are, and for whom. Have you tried any of them?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 27

Thank you and you are ahead of me on NAD / NADH. I don't have

experience with that anti-oxidant yet... you will get me looking

into it I am sure...:))))))

Welcome to my world on the EMR shielding. I started out with

www.lessemf.com. But I stopped buying their products when my

new 4G Kyocera-verizon flip phone rang through two of their

"good night bags" which are supposed to stop everything. I sent

every bag back, asked to talk to them. No refund and no call. So,
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every bag back, asked to talk to them. No refund and no call. So,

there's that. Most of the products came from China and were

sized accordingly with no adjustment for our sizes.

www.DefenderShield.com says ALL of their products block 5G.

Buy something and cover up a 5G phone and call it. If it rings,

their products aren't working either.... But when I asked, they

sent me a diagram of how Elon Musk's (and company) "5G"

satellite constellations are supposed to work. That was nice. Like

lessemf.com, this company is very expensive.

I use Biogeometry.ca symbols for larger spaces and equipment.

They have been used to mitigate the EMR coming from cell

towers in small villages in Switzerland. They aren't cheap. When

you see what you have to pay for the little piece of plastic you

get... it's a turn off but I bought it anyway and I think it was how I

managed to live with 7 smart meters pounding my unit for three

years. This is not simple stuff. I've read one of the books and

have one more to go. It's a system like feng shui and I do plan toExpand full comment

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Ernest D. Lieberman The Menelaus Gambit Mar 28 ·

edited Mar 28

Have you tried products that "ground" you electrically, via

the ground hole in a three-prong socket? Earthing.com is

one brand; similar brands exist. This was mentioned by my

acupuncturist, who says some of her patients are helped by

her acupuncture in alleviating EMF effects.

The Weston A Price Foundation, which warns strenuously

against 5G and EMFs in general, may be another source of

information. In particular, they have a post discussing

products from EMFRocks, which claims to change the nature

of the EMF wave so it is not toxic:

https://www.westonaprice.org/podcast/grounded-by-

nature/#gsc.tab=0

As my immune system uses up nutrients so rapidly that I

need large doses of B vitamins, I wonder if this might help

you too. 200 mg. B6 makes a world of difference in

generating energy (and tolerating bright light, and digesting

oils), repeated later in the day, totaling 400 to 500 mg daily
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oils), repeated later in the day, totaling 400 to 500 mg daily

as I take B-complex, 50 mg. four times daily. (I came to this

from reading Adele Davis's books.)

Caveat: I am one of those people who need to methylate a

lot, so folic acid is bad for me; I need natural folate, as 5-

MTHF folate in supplements. Here's one source, though I

learned of this maybe ten years ago from Life Extension.

Using their "Homocysteine Resist" cut my homocysteine inExpand full comment

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 28

Yes. I forgot about those... !! I can't remember the

manufacturer but it was a yellow plug in that was

supposed to turn the entire townhouse's wiring into a

faraday cage... I don't know how you would tell directly

that it was working, but I bought two of them and kept

them plugged in for years.

OMG. You reminded me of the time I overdosed on

Niacin (1981)!! It was hysterical. I was driving around

downtown Mpls with my friend when it hit, and I had no

idea what was happening... I learned later on - but we

were both blown away. I am going to find a supplement

with niacin in combination - because that damn blood

cell clumping comes from irradiation too and we are all

getting irradiated thank you f-ing Elon Musk's 12,000

satellites and the vicious utility smart grid.

Your information is so much more granular than mine.! I

have recently started learning to take Moringa powder -

which has a ton of B vitamins. I feel human again and

my energy is back. BUT, it is not for the faint hearted. A

little too much without cooking it first and you are on a

colon flush...

I'm still digging out here- but when I get to a quieter

place on the information, I will subscribe to your

substack. Your information is fantastic!!! I did capture

LIKE REPLY

60GigaHertz Mar 26
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60GigaHertz Mar 26

Animals are being targeted with the mRNA vaccines now. There is a way to legally opt

out of getting your dog vaccinated. I can't remember the name for it... and when I went

looking for it just now, I got nothing but pro-pet vax articles. Some of the comments were

just like the mean things injected people said about un-injected people in 2021. I'll ask

my friend who told me about it.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 26

Yes, I know, and they intend to include all birds, cows, bison and probably even fish.

It’s totally insane this is happening. You know, I’ve been needing to take my cat to

the vet, and I’ve also needed to see a dentist for the past three years, but I’ve been

forced to hold off until all of this forced vaccination nonsense has been ended.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2)

Unagnu Mar 26

Regarding the cat. They do NOT need a rabies vaccine IF they can prove by

blood titer the animal still has protection. The yearly shot for rabies is a scam

as it is the same one given every 3. And I will bet you doughnuts to dollars that

the rabies titers are high for 5 to 6 years in the cat. Why? Because that's how

long the entire series lasts in humans before they have to get rabies updates. (I

had to get the whole series, so I educated myself.) As for the other 'vaccines' ...

well. Let your cat get over the cat corona virus (even if he/she may catch FIP

from the 'mutated' version of corona.) And as far as dentists go, I've not had

fillings done and I'm a bit in terror of going to dentist for one since I like/need

Novocain and there are stories of the jabbing dentists...

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 26

Thank you, you’re right. I’ve added an expanded response below to

60GigaHertz. Vets have become deranged over the past several years.

They used to be better than human practitioners. I’ve been refusing all

vaccinations for me and my animals for over thirty years now. Of course,

they are indoor animals and go outside only to get vet care.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Unagnu Mar 27

My old state required the rabies vaccine NO MATTER IF INDOOR OR

NOT. That is they had to have the rabies series at least 1 time in their

lives. My 17 year old cat that died of kidney failure recently - they
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lives. My 17 year old cat that died of kidney failure recently - they

wanted to vax him!

I was like no way Jose, he's got a kidney failure issue and I am NOT

making that any worse for him! Imagine, they told me it was...Required

for him to get treatment (eg to sell me fluids or give prescription for

such). And the cat they knew was on the downward spiral! Amazed.

They also started in with the cat/dog license fees being required. My

other cat now age 16.5 has had no vaccines since she was 5 years

old, and maybe 2 rabies her entire life? I haven't had her to a vet in

years or given any of the FLuke or other vaxes, and when I get asked

about rabies my reply is "well, I'm not worried about that since I had

the full series for rabies in 2020 due to bat exposure. She can't give it

to me, she lives indoors and the yard. So who's she going to give it

to?" Silence I get back silence, LOL. I think she will last for another

year or so, I worry about her kidneys though. It seems all cats go from

kidney or cancer. My old cats from the 70s and 80s lived for 18 years

to 20 years. Cats from the 90s/2000s don't seem as long lived. 17

was the best I got out of the bunch I have from then. And heart issues

are up too. And they make you jab to kennel them, jab to travel with

them, jab to even TREAT them. Plus the food is getting worse with

more chemicals in it. Always trying to better that. Found Peak Ziwi

super expensive lamb only from NZ. The cat loves it. But, it is hard to

find. Solved poop issues and digestive issues.
LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 27

That’s crazy, but you are’t the first to tell me these things about

veterinary health and medicine and the problem it causes

individuals trying to provide the best care for their animals. I give

my cat “Science Diet” from Amazon.com, urinary/hairball type

wet can food mixed 50/50 with grass fed bison or beef, as well as

added fats from same source. I also use a supplement called

“Break It Up” from Amazon.com ,on and off, for bladder/kidney

stone prevention. I agree, most of the food out there, to include

the can food from Science Diet can never be fully trusted. I also

stay away from all kibble dry foods, which is “all” garbage. You

really have to examine the damn labels, but still, they don’t really

tell you what the hell’s in it. If I had the time, I’d make it all from

scratch and stay away from all pet food, which even the
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scratch and stay away from all pet food, which even the

veterinarians seem oblivious, just like human doctors when it

comes to food and diet. I literally had to teach myself over

thousands of hours of reading entire libraries and independent

studies, becoming my own doctor and scientist. Of course now

our fascist country is burning not just individual books, but entire

libraries. I think my next phase to attempt to fix the problems of

this country is to run for senate here in Missouri. Really.

LIKE REPLY

60GigaHertz Mar 26

Hunt for a holistic vet. They are out there and some of them will really work with

you once they get to know you.

Look for a holistic dentist too. Do coconut oil pulls for your teeth. They will kill

cavities, heal gum disease, restore the enamel, make you teeth white, and

dissolve plaque. You will never have to go to a dentist again unless it's an

extraction or something really crazy. I stopped having cracked teeth when I

started doing this and taking calcium. There are funny videos on youtube about

how to do it. My favorite was the dental hippie but I can't find her now.

I was lucky to be motivated to remove the one root canal (I watched "Root

Cause" and that was enough of that)... and then I found a holistic dentist to

remove the last of the mercury amalgam fillings. Don't give up!!

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes jeffrey p lubina jeffrey p lubina’s Substack Mar 26

Yes, exactly. I’ve been self-practicing wholistic medicine and doing organic

coconut/olive oil pulling for about ten years—an intelligent move away from

alternative—which I call conventional medicine, most pharmaceuticals,

surgery & synthetics. It’s all so backward, the Rockefeller “alternatives” of

the early 1800’s that has progressively replaced the conventional wisdom

of our ancient ancestors evolution of wholistic medicine. You know, it

wasn’t that long ago doctors also did veterinary medicine and would come

to your home, even for surgery, and never expected payment from the

poor for the privilege of practicing and expanding human health science

knowledge. All their money came only from the very wealthy via science

seminars followed by donations in conclusion. The problem with finding a

dentist are my mercury fillings needing to be removed, plus one extraction

from a tooth that lost a filling, then finding someone who’s intelligent and
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competent to do it all in one process, rather than several horrific

appointment-procedures. As soon as I find a qualified dentist, then fill out

all their paperwork (questions and concerns checklist), they’ll either refuse

to speak to me further, require vaccinations or will refuse to provide pre-

op sedatives, which is a must for me to even step foot into a dentists

office. I’ve had a very horrible history of bad dentists going back to grade

school, then again in the military.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Observer Mar 25

https://carnicominstitute.org/animal-blood/

LIKE (1) REPLY

DF Mar 25

All seems a bit hopeless, I can't go live in a remote cabin, and constantly exposed to these

jabbed sheep spreading their crap everywhere!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

60GigaHertz Mar 26

You nailed it. My primary human contact is the folks at the check out counters who stand

there, hour after hour, day after day with the chip readers irradiating them, the merchant

credit card wi-fi uploads nearby, and the injected blasting them with weird frequencies

and airborne self-replicating nano. I have seen their hair turn white in one year and many

have become too ill to work (including my neighbor).

When I found out from that LifesiteNews article in 04/21 that the injections were

contagious... I asked the folks I'd gotten to know if they could look for other non-public

jobs. There is no time like now to do customer service work from your home. Where a

person works is a life or death decision.

LIKE (3) REPLY

kaal Mar 25

What {if any } is the difference betrween vaxxed and unvaxxed blood? PPL incl Todd

Callender and other sites sat those who took vax took the Mark of the BEAST. Such a choice

would need to be conscious w full knowledge and free will.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Writes waxX Burner waxX’s Substack Mar 25

No. The mark is received unknowingly by deception. Read here:
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No. The mark is received unknowingly by deception. Read here:

Mark of the beast will be received by deception and/or by force:

And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought miracles before

him, with which he deceived them that had received the mark of the beast, and them

that worshipped his image. These both were cast alive into a lake of fire burning with

brimstone. CHIZAYON (REVELATION) 19:20 את CEPHER

And he causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark

in their right hand, or in their foreheads: CHIZAYON (REVELATION) 13:16 את CEPHER

The mark is on the forehead ( rt-pcr ), OR on either hand ( jab ) :

And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them: and I

saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of Yahusha, and for the Word

of Elohiym, and which had not worshipped the beast, neither his image, neither had

received his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they lived and reigned with

Mashiach a thousand years. CHIZAYON (REVELATION) 20:4 את CEPHER

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Tonya McKinney Tonya’s Newsletter Mar 26

The vaccine is not the mark because it is not on the forehead or the hand. You are

grasping. Don’t. It scares people. I am not vaccinated but have great empathy for

those who are...many who didn’t want it. All of our blood is impure now and we all

need EDTA chelation therapy.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes waxX Burner waxX’s Substack Mar 26

https://waxx1g93x.substack.com/

You may read further in my substack if you have time and interested.

Yes it is not the mark yet...it is the seed that morphs into a mark as you can

read in my little book. It is on the later part of the book.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Marty McFly The Great Deception Mar 27

Hey Doc ... i have a question. Do you think that the "dirty electricity" (EMF generated through

lack of insulation in electric wires) generated by most smart meters (in homes equipped with

smart meters) would lead to the same kind of growth of structures you're seing in the blood

of the jab-free ?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)
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Writes Ernest D. Lieberman The Menelaus Gambit Mar 27

Good Point! Smart Meters and 5G are both spreading rapidly. The Weston A. Price

Foundation has warned extensively about both.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Truth Matters Truth’s Substack Mar 26

Ana and all,

Thank you for your work as I am learning a lot from your research!

You and the other researchers have done a wonderful job growing the COURT OF PUBLIC

OPINION with all the serious Treason evidence.

But, now we The People are way past time UNITING! How about EVERYONE awake repeat the

following…TIME TO TALK ABOUT UNITING TO SAVE OUR REPUBLIC!

The next step has to be UNITY of ALL awake persons in a real Freedom Movement in 1

direction with the same messaging with real strategic planners who know how to address ALL

the Treason!

NO other organization has had any wins the past 3 years like the NORTH AMERICAN LAW

CENTER that is mentioned below!

UNITED, We can do anything we want!

Divided, there is nothing we can do!

Lex Greene, important writer with a serious resume writing about unity…

https://newswithviews.com/unity-101-e-pluribus-unum/

https://newswithviews.com/right-theres-nothing-you-can-do/

P.S. My gloves came off 15 years ago, working with the NORTH AMERICAN LAW CENTER

group. I highly suggest if you want to unite with brilliant, strategic minds actually working real

solutions…contact Lex Greene!

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 26

Excellent article as always is it ONLY AC current that has been tested? And shows this, what

about DC current devices have they been equally tested?

LIKE (2) REPLY

John Caleo Mar 30

Dr. Ana, what supplements would you take to increase your electrical conductivity?
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LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Cynthia Jeanne Lee MD Cynthia’s Substack Mar 29

Have you explored the use of carbon60? Please let me know as I believe this may be a

chelation type therapy, portable and inexpensive. Do you know what effective grounding "aka

earthing" might have on this abnormal finding? Please contact the Institute of Earthing to find

out if they have any insight. Of course, you could just have some patients ground themselves

at night, before and after.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PhD Mar 29 Author

C60 works but you need a clean source. We looked under the microscope and some

sources have graphite/ graphene in them. Yes grounding works to help reduce rouleaux

LIKE REPLY

shermanisland Mar 28

There vaccine is self spreading, like when they jab members of a herd and it spreads to the

rest.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Kathryn_M Mar 27

Mike Adams latest report on the latest new 'zombie' pandemic but the drug the cdc wants to

prescribe causes side effects that seem to mimic the shocking symptoms of 'bird flu'... odd.

Of note, a new street drug noticed by Kevin dalgren in SF & Seattle who works w/street ppl,

have started seeing bizarre new overdoses & strange drug reactions. It's a mixture of fentanyl

& zombie drug that does not respond to Narcan. Fentanyl alone will respond to Narcan but

not the new mix. Sorry I don't have the name yet but Mike Adams goes into detail on his

podcast today. Just know they're gearing up to shut the world down again as they cry 'bird

flu' is creating a zombie disease. I couldn't make it up.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack Mar 29

Yes it looks like this is the game plan , thats why they are pre vaccinating all poultry

coming into the state from elsewhere , I THINK THEY ARE GIVING IT TO THEM to create

this , that is why they killed all the poultry last year with that false test ,priming everyone

for this next phase .Tell everyone dont buy vaccinated birds from other states , only local

unvaxxed birds.
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Writes Ernest D. Lieberman The Menelaus Gambit Mar 27 · edited Mar 27

I am so glad I found out recently about your work. Your reporting that blood of uninjected

people have begun to be damaged only within the last few months suggests to me a new

catalyst has emerged. Your report here about the damage caused by extremely low electric

currents makes me think of the expanding rollout of 5G mobile transmission towers.

Can you correlate with mobile G5 usage?

Have you looked at ways to mitigate EMF exposure? Products exist to ground the human

body electrically, and EMFRocks sells a "grounding bag," about which I learned from a post

on the Weston A Price Foundation (which has long warned about EMF exposure, as has (less

insistently) the Price-Pottenger Nutrition Foundation). I just don't know how effective they

are, or for whom.

LIKE (1) REPLY

60GigaHertz Mar 27

Yes! I have shungite jewelry from Russia. It's not really daily wear stuff though... I've tried Q-

Link pendants (plastic and metal) and I'm switching to an orgonite pendants. I have shungite

in otherforms - statues and cubes all over the house... plus chunks outside around the trees.

There are a lot of pendants out now so it's hard to know which one will really work. I even saw

one for $10,000 once. Dios mio!! No way.

I'm going to learn to make chemtrail busters soon. I have enough stuff to build six of the big

ones that clear the air for a 10 mile radius and people who will stash them on their properties.

The'y're going to be anchored to the ground, camo painted and have caution signs on them...

LIKE (1) REPLY

Patti Kay Wooldridge RN BSN Mar 27

Dr Ana I just saw 2 vaxed pts yesterday and found new objects with my microscope. These

were fresh wet mounts. Your picture with bullseye looking structures showed up. There was

severe rouloux and a grey substance between the blood pools and the usual strands of

materials not seen in normal blood. About every two or three months I see new changes in

blood that have not been present before ie., chalk like chunks, these new round objects or

instant grid like brown connected irregular grid like formations. Others look like metals as

they reflect color and black sharp looking spikes that show in a layer under the red blood

cells. I've also noted that the spikes do not show up initially. It happens when twenty or so

minutes have passed. I have two years of pictures of non covid pts, Covid pts and vaxed pts

in my collection showing changes over this time period. New things keep showing up.
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Kelly Mar 27

So, I am assuming that it would be valuable to test a subject who is unvaxxed and never

exposed to Covid or shedding. We are rare but exist.

LIKE (1) REPLY

donna lilly Mar 27 · edited Mar 27

Hi Dr Ana,

Can you ask Clifford if he is able to measure (or can we calculate ?) the electric field (in

W/m2) for the 10microAmp current test? Or if someone knows how to calculate can you say

please???

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Thomas Guitarman Thomas’s Substack 3 hr ago

The other issue on the PILOTS article is the RADIATION LEVELS at those altitudes has LONG

been known to be destructive of pilots and airline attendants health , the free radical damage

AGES them rapidly . I have known many female attendants their skin goes bad very quickly.

LIKE REPLY

Ray Hammersley Mar 31

I'm not vaccinated, but lived with mother-in-law for 2 years taking care of her and she was

vaccinated(before she passed in Dec.2022). I'm 47 and I eat fairly healthy, not a terrible diet,

but I'm 40lbs overweight. About 45 days ago I had an angina attack or mild heart attack

which lasted for about an hour. I started on DMSO right away as it helps break up blood clots

and repair damaged cells. I believe my issue is from shedding. Just last week I checked my

blood(I have a microscope), against pictures I had almost a year ago. It freaked me out. I

believe I have blood clots that caused my issue. Waiting on a D-dimer test results, to verify.

I'm feeling better and noticed a marked improvement when adding CDS as well(no more heart

flutters). After much research, I am leaning toward the bioweapon shedding causing blood

changes.

This article would seem to support that.

My greater concern is that I checked my 16yr old daughters blood and it is not as bad as

mine, but her red blood cells are starting to look similar to mine, which is very concerning. As

i try different things. I'm going to continue and monitor my blood for hopeful improvements.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Andy Bunting Andy’s Skint/Broke. Older Bloke… Mar 27

Thanks Dr. Ana. There goes the "clean blood" out of the window.
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60GigaHertz Mar 26

Get a copy of 1992 book Gods of Eden by William Bramley... many other authors have written

on parts of his research. He provides so much clarity on the real purpose of religion. I am glad

that it provides solace and fellowship for those who can find neither... but it has also been the

irrational reason for most of the violence and recurring wars we have endured throughout the

history we know about.

The Brotherhood was an organization created with a noble purpose, but became corrupted

into the satanic/luciferian/secret orders and societies that proliferate to cause the massive

pain and suffering this planet is apparently uniquely known for...

Today the Brotherhood controls these purely evil bloodline families:

• Goldman Sachs Family

• The Rothschilds Families of Paris and London

• The Rockefeller Family

• The Warburg Family of Hamburg

• The Lehmans Family

• The Lazard Family of Paris

• Kuhn Loebs of New York Family

• The Israel Moses Seif Family of Rome

I'm sure there are people within these families who don't participate in the global control and

democide programs. Just like there are Shriners who don't know their organization is sex

trafficking kids, or the Freemasons who don't know that the inner core has been guided by

The Brotherhood's off-worlders for it's entire existence.

Everyone needs to ask the questions that bring us to an understanding of who exactly is

calling the shots. Then our sanity will be preserved. Because what is being done to us, down

the generations is insane.
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